Meeting Notes
Engaged Learning Working Group
September 2, 2014 10:30-12:00 p.m., HH 309

Attending: Tammy Haili‘opua Baker, Brian Bingham, Robin Hadwick (Convener), Brian Huffman, Kathleen Kane, Michael-Brian Ogawa, Todd Sammons, Rebekah Carroll, Susan Hippensteele

1. SPC/WG Update
   a. BOPWG- BC Program
      i. Met all summer
      ii. Planned training for BCs and is creating a handbook
      iii. Reminder to Deans for BC appointments will go out soon
   b. SusWG- ATP for new degrees
      i. Small group worked on ATP for degrees in sustainability

2. Discuss Assessment
   a. Are the modes we currently use relevant? Appropriate?
   b. Can we include an element of student involvement?
   c. Discussion of e-Cafe situation

3. Status of revised recommendations
   a. They were accepted by SPC

4. Engaged Learning Summer Institute
   a. Discussion of NYT article circulated by SH
      i. Q: What are the risks of profiling?
         a. Student self-perception, leading indicators, high touch moments
      ii. Q: Can it be done without stigma?
         a. Discussion of Leeward program
      iii. First-year programs became Exploratory Majors
         a. Captures a number of students
         b. Halfway through rollout

5. E-Portfolios
   a. Some say moving out of favor, but KCC is expanding
   b. No longer a “hot” topic in the Chronicle
   c. Agility is an important factor
   d. Discussion of group’s thoughts on e-portfolios

Next Steps
1. SH will follow-up with JH about his thought on e-portfolio

Next Meeting: Tuesday, September 30, 2014, 10:30-12:00 a.m., HH 309